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Salt has seen a steady rise as an important topic of study in archaeology and

history in recent years. This edited volume, stemming from a session at the

2017 International Congress on the Anthropology of Salt, is a good addition

to the growing literature on human interaction with sodium chloride in the

past. It presents nine original chapters, primarily on eastern North America,

that examine not only the production processes of salt, but also its economic,

ritual, and political dimensions from the region’s initial settlement until the

twentieth century.

In the introduction, Paul N. Eubanks and Ashley A. Dumas offer a short run-

down of the human importance of salt and situate the volumewithin the small

but robust body of salt scholarship in eastern North American archaeology.

Part One, “Salt Histories,” opens with a chapter by Dumas which presents an

overview of her research on saltmanufacture at the saline springs of southwest

Alabama from ad900 up until the American Civil War. In Chapter 2, Eubanks,

Kevin E. Smith, Hannah Guidry, and Larry McKee compare two Mississippian

mound sites located by a salt/mineral spring in north-central Tennessee, sur-

mising that one was perhaps a sacred space and the other the center of a local

salt industry.

In the following chapter, Smith and Eubanks probe the more recent history

of central Tennessee’s salines, where the purported curative properties of their

waters led to the establishment of resorts, spas, and mineral springs tourism.

In Chapter 4, IanW. Brown explores the history of the saline at Lake Onondaga

(western NewYork), where salt was made by the Indians and the French in the

seventeenth century and later produced industrially in nearby Syracuse in the

nineteenth. Alyssa Sperry then sketches the little-known colonial and contem-

porary salt industry in Jamaica, a predominantly sugar and coffee island. She

claims, however, that Jamaica was an “enticing” and “important” “salt island”

(pp. 74, 82), which is a considerable stretch given the historically established

importance and much greater abundance of solar sea salt on other islands in

the region.

PartTwo, “Salt in Society,” openswith StevenM.Meredith’s essay on the asso-

ciationsbetween salines andClovis sites inTennessee, Louisiana, andAlabama,

suggesting thatwhile these springswere important hunting grounds, theywere

only one of such places on the Paleoindian landscape. Chapter 7, by Ann

M. Early, and Chapter 8, by Nancy A. Kenmotsu and Timothy K. Perttula, dis-

cuss salt production and trade fromad1100 to the 1700s by theCaddo Indians in
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Arkansas and east Texas, respectively, demonstrating that their involvement in

the colonial-period salt tradehaddeeper historical roots. In the following chap-

ter, Eubanks similarly discusses the Caddo, this time in northwest Louisiana,

examining the effects of European arrival on the regional salt trade.

In Chapter 10, Maureen Meyers explores a Mississippian frontier site in

southwestern Virginia where salt was possibly used in the dyeing of textiles. In

Chapter 11, JoostMorsink argues that salted fish and cotton from the Caribbean

island of Middle Caicos were used to accrue status and power in prehispanic

regional trade. Finally, the comparative potential of the case studies in the

volume is highlighted by Heather McKillop, who draws parallels between the

book’s contributions, her important work on ancientMaya salt sites, and inves-

tigations from further afield.

Of the nine case studies, two are from the Caribbean and seven from east-

ern North America, which inevitably gives for a cursory treatment of an insu-

lar region with some of the most important sources of salt in the Americas.

In this respect, I think it fair to mention that while I am the only historical

archaeologist to have published extensively on Caribbean salt cultivation and

trade, my research is not cited in this volume. Furthermore, the seemingly

uncritical usage of the terms “prehistoric” and “historic” throughout the volume

could have been problematized or replaced with less value-laden terms, given

that this is an archaeological publication that spans the precolonial-colonial

“divide” before and after the European invasion of the Americas.

That said, this collection of essays is a welcome contribution to studies on

the production and social uses of salt, albeit one primarily geared to a more

specialized North American archaeological readership. More importantly, per-

haps, archaeologists and historians studying salt production, use, and trade at

other sites around the world can find in this volume useful investigations with

which to compare their own findings and continue expanding the study of salt

in the human past.
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